The Lighthouse, D3 announces its online platform and ecommerce
store
www.thelighthouse.ae
Dubai, UAE The Lighthouse, D3; combining a design store, restaurant and events space offers an
integrated experience where guests can shop, eat, mingle or work alongside others in a lively
atmosphere. This month, The Lighthouse launches its online platform; an e-store and virtual hub
that will be a digital extension of the physical venue.
The Lighthouse is at the epicenter of Dubai’s buzzing arts and culture scene and the new site will
feature a dynamic e-commerce store and a collection of monthly newsletters, blog posts and direct
links to the monthly ‘TLH Conversations’ series featuring talks on cultural entrepreneurship. The site
aims to be an online lifestyle destination for an audience with a keen interest in design, gifting, food,
books, art and entrepreneurship.
The Lighthouse e-commerce store will feature a curated selection of its concept store in d3
showcasing a mix of lifestyle, living, tabletop, workspace and children’s gifting items. There will be
28 brands on the site, 15 of which are exclusively available in Dubai through The Lighthouse.
Exclusive brands such as MoMA Design Store (New York) will be featuring pieces as varied as the
Eames Chair coasters and iconic Magritte mugs, the perfect gifts for an eccentric art and design fan.
Other exclusive brands include Skogsberg & Smart (Stockholm) specialists in hand-blown, glass
vessels with each piece made by skilled craftsmen in Bohemia, Czech Republic as well as Chase &
Wonder (UK), an independent gifts and stationary brand created by husband and wife duo David
and Faye Aspinall whose products are stocked in some of the most prestigious department stores
worldwide including Liberty, London and Lane Crawford, Hong Kong.
Dubai’s growing number of creative concepts that encapsulate both retail and F&B sparked The
Lighthouse’s popularity amongst consumers, making it the go-to spot in Dubai Design District and
Downtown Dubai. The Lighthouse has now given its loyal following a platform where it can get the
best of the venue’s offerings right from their home, shipping worldwide.
The Lighthouse: www.thelighthouse.ae
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-EndsAbout The Lighthouse
Named after the Lighthouse of Alexandria, one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, The
Lighthouse shines a light on everyday design in its many forms and functions. It is also a subtle nod
to Virginia Woolf and members of the Bloomsbury set who gathered for conversation, good food
and company, thus building the foundations of the D3 restaurant and concept store; a place for
people to come together and refuel with creative energy.

Combining a design store, restaurant and activation space, The Lighthouse offers an integrated
experience where guests can shop, eat, mingle or work alongside others in a lively location. And
with its monthly interview series “TLH Conversations” which features cultural entrepreneurs and
tastemakers from around the Middle East, The Lighthouse aims to give back to the community,
encouraging a fresh dialogue and collaborative approach to arts & culture.
The menu, created by Executive Chef and Partner of The Lighthouse, Izu Ani, focuses on innovative
Mediterranean-inspired dishes prepared from fresh, organic and seasonal produce with the aim to
provide the best quality food in a relaxed environment – whether that’s indoors in the stylish
restaurant space or al fresco in The Lighthouse terrace.

